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2, Methods and materials
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Using

[firsas It

base field, and with R = 100 G, we

measured the ONP effectS(~,~‘) based on the tvnlng
sequence in Frg. 1 , We report the results of the followtng two experiments

(2) TWO distinct trme cons&e ts are measured rn
e~pcrrments (a) and (bj The tu-ne development in
both c;\ses ISexponential
Least-squares fits yield a
time constant o!- !4 k 2 fis u-i fig 2a and a tune canst3nt of i 25 zk5j.e rn fig 2b.
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on the madulatron of the zero field sphttmg tensor

by thermal population of low-energy vibrational
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bolh expermentdly
[IO] md theoreucally
[ IO,1 11.
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state, The spin eigenstates at 8, are mixed
ofnuclear
and efectran spm, gvhtie those at

B, + UBare

nearly direct products of nuclear span
states and eleclron spm states. Selective populatmn
at BP ~~~~~c~s nuclez ~o~a~l~a~~~~~
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that the fzeld switch transfers state ~o~u~atl~ns admbaucslly, we expect that the corrsponding nudeat B, + AB my be different. Usmg a
perturb&on theory approach to fmd the sp$ eigenar polarmtion

states as a functton of field [3j, we estunate the
rnaGmum relative change m nuclear polarization mduced by adltrbatic field switchtng to be 50%. The
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4. Conclusions
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The data presented here provide support for the assignmalt of the ONP observed in fluorene/acridlne

evperimenls as a means of extracting
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In addition to our rapid magnets field swikchrng
expenments, other lune-resolved ONP experiments
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